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The Chi etirent.s 'Museum, I ndianapol is

John VeivausAla I I , Informat ion ,Sys time Manager
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Overview of the Museum and Science Spevtrum
' ,. ..

1 , .,

1.,The Children's Museum

4,

fi

Founded in 1p25,'Th Children'e Museum is the fourth'oldeit
.

museum fdr ,childr en, and the world'slargest. Eilifh"year Are
than 1.2 million children'and families visit the-museum's new
4.30,000 square loot'bullding, making it one of. the 610 popular
mruslum's in till* nation. Admission to.the museum is frev

1.11,11)te °toiler w4.11-known youth museums which are primarily
,experience Centers, The Childrin''s Museum's purpose is to use
its collecti-on as basis'for interpreting.the pes1 and
ptesent. The muse m diffuses knowledge' through exhibts.
programs and ipiv tt.is; Providing academic enrichment and
quality leisure ed cational experioskces. )More importantly, th
mu um strives to ncourage an tppreciaticin and undrstatidini
of history, natural and physical science, and people of other'
cuAtcpres.'

While it hi consiSereq a genera-4. museum, The Chi Idren's Mu-seum
is the major science - ,technology ci:ntr An Indiana.
Participatory exhibits inphysixs-and chemistry, natural
science, geology, paleorkOlogy, ar-chaeology and computers are

areas inor de one of the world's largest c011ectiod'of model
the roll areas --off the museum.- .Other major exhibit

.trakris,.alturn-of ,the-century Denzel carousel (recbristrycted on
the museum's fifth floor), Myptiris_in History (opening in
juhe), Pastimes, a locomotive and 'tipin exhibit, iiind Playscap,
a gallery'just for,children ages two to seven.. 40

Jn.spite of its ippellation "Thethiliren's Muctum," the name
museum" might better descr.lbe the museum's Orudience.

Over i° percent Of its -visi-tors are adults (chil,dren o.f coUrse,
usuall'y come with an Adult). ,The museOres httendance-by-age
curve-decreases 'sharply with inOreasing ate.. The museum's

_141-ogla -states its appeal and perhaps best sums up its
philosophy: "for anyone who is or ever wasa child."

q
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. 41. Science. Spectrtiip

?

In December of 1979 Te Children'i !I opened Science.*
/ Spectrdm, an 11,'000'square foot AX - physics and
chemjstry for children. The museum u hemedlY-"berrowed"

'exh\bil ideas' frq.m two ground brea centers, San
sCrainisco's Explbratotlum and toroAto'SnOniario Science Center.

.1 f

'Science Spectrum is a smorgasbord of tfiience.. Echibits include
14' `giant parabolic dishes theltit focus a chiiNd'iwhispei to a,

listener 100 feet' away; wIldly-sPinnifig)anar. momentum
plAtforms; pulleys, leve.re and gears; betterieS bulbs and
wires; a 5- meter air track; an inverted hyperbolic cone ,(which
children.call the beck hole) -where pennies ere° launched into.
"orbit"; and MIll.th M(04.

The philosophy driVing the development of Sc.ien'ce Spectrum was
one of children manipulating objects, apparatus, light and
hopefully .their own conceptions of science., to help them

'understand and enjoy sciellce.' Museums have In import4t role
in developing science:attiaudes in ybung leirners, a 1'0[0 which
is considered by many to be more Important than any cognitive
impact the museum experience might have. I might ask you as
science teachers to cb-n.sider what impict having a glass full /ff
young ;people who spend Saturdays at.' the' lociyscience museum,'
might have on the quali4y of your science.- teaching experience/

'

Science Spectrum's success in the affective domain is not.
.difficult to tubstantiate. "Even the casual observer can sense'
the excitement and unabashed enjoyment experienced by,Science
Spectrum Nisitorti. But what Evidence of dognitive'gains ire' .

there? How are children's concepts of science.altered by the'
Museum experience? If the informal learning experienct.is
be accepted by edutators. Is a valid cognitive intervention,
research will hedve to substan4 ',sots its effectivene .

there are probliMl.. Traditional research methodo ogies mey not
apply to Ahe informal museum environment. Further, even our
notions of what we want the research studies to hypotheVize and
test must be reconsidered: Perhaps museum research shbuld, not
seek to substantiate that what the exhibit planners hoped
visitors would learn is actually learned, rather.a more
important objective might be. to simely.deterMine whet IA
learned. The very nature of informal leirning'suggsits that

l'every learner has 1 different agenda, and a diftiefInt set of
con cious or unconSciOus objectives..

Enter the museum-university relationship! My colleagues-will
raise more important questions, and discuss one program which
tries to answer at least some of these questions.

$
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MUSED 'NEEDS,
OUTrINE, ,

NSTA, CINCINNATI 1986

^Mark D. Kes1ing,-.)."
Curator of Physical Science.

The Childten's Museum
P.O. Box 3000

In1ialapolis, Indiana 46206
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. Variables to consider whenvdoing a study in aAuseum
environment:

A. Pleasurable, leisure-time experience.
B; Multiplicity of ages, badkgiounds, cultr5s and education.
C. Inability lo pre- and post-test.
D. Data cOVRetion has an impact upon the'museueNarning

experience.
E. Data cbllection has an impact upon the data col,lected.
4.. Difficult to conduct longitudinal studies.
G. Many different exhibit vartables:,graphics, location,

labels, inierpretatirn and lighting.
H. Exhibit variables aro hard to isolate.

II. Wha doei the museum need?. Considerations which have no
.answers.

A. Does an adult or parent have an affect upon.learning in
a muqeum environment. If so, what e fect?

- ?ecently, a parent approached a mputer exhibit about.
%lectors. The child immediately r erred foiward to touch
the computer keyboard. The parent tushed over to the
child and pullet' her away from_the computer saying
that sh. had one of these at home and that she should
play with some other exhibits instead.

Aso.

B. Do parents or adults convey misinformation? If so, is that
bad?

m°

- Another paunt was overheard to say while-standiqg at
the liernound blower:"Tbe

it to
is being heated by the

blower and that causelelt to riSe. It doesn't want to
fall because the air aftund it is cooler."

C. WOat-constitutes effective teaching? \.
D. Can we helv adults or'parents to beAdre,effective

teachers? If so, what should provide
E. Should each child be accompan d by an adult?
F. 116w dO adults learn? is it di ferent than how children

4'
/

-IThey museUM has a doll collection which is arranged by

3 ..4
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dite. Adults,go through' the exhibit inva linear fashiqii
and like fb look at the blothing-styles. Children, on
-the, otherjmnd, look_at the dolls tAey like and create a.
play fahtasi.which uituall'Y includes-story telling.;

e'r

G. What is a-cfiild's concept.when approaching an exhibit?
H. pow does he museum reinforce or altei that concept?
I. When a child is Presented with a- cat, how is it

resolved? Is it resolved? - $

- During an interview on the focussed sound exhibit, an
exhibit that uses two large paraboliddishes to focus
the visitor's voice Icror6 a large-exhibit hell, the
interviewer found that mo t children come to the exhibit
with the concept of wi s, eakes'and microOtores. .

When Confronted withithe question, "How does,it work?"
childrenusually_respond w).th an explanation that -

incorporates the above concepts. Wheh asked to,find the
microphone, wires or eaker a child doffs basically one
of three things to resl e the 'onflict between the
concepts.

1. Alters concept to f t n ciircumseances.and begins
o ask more quests s about the phenomenon:
ema&ns dogmatic about' original concept and

refuses to recognize otherrideas or possibilities.
. However, a proceps of thirsting about the new ideas.
may be started internally that lead to a 'later
alteration of their concept.

. Cieeatet a fantasy to expl4n their own concept.
4ley may never alter their concept if the s (

fantasy is well conptructed. One Child sakdf "Look
at the ceiling. Se# those .sparks! That's where the
sound goes!" When the interviewer said that they
could not see the-sparks the child said, Well
that's .your problem!" and then walk away.

J. Does the content presented in an exhibit transferdtother
settings?

i A
K. What are the effects ,of labels, g raphicsl'exhibit location

and interpreters upon the learner in an exhibit
..environment?. How ,can we be more, effective?

L. Is learning the same,for each person and the environment
the differenceli .

,

M. What effect doWthe_ collection of data, haye upon the
visitor's experience? , . .

N. What effect does a. particular data collection method have
-upon the validity of data?

O. Do formal researCktechniquei almly to a museum?
P. What is thb goal of evaluation and data collection in a

museum? To have every visitor appreciate every exhibit?
To Understand how children learn?
, t ,,

III. The museum is a rich environment in which to study
life-long learning. It presents many problems as well as

47 , \,
6
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questions for the person doing the study. But given. the
fact that moSi of mowill spend our lifetime learningin
non-formalAsettingsf'it is so importanithat this research

io'lead to a greater understanding of hopeople.learn-in non-
formal settings.
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TEACHER ED/CATION' IN`MUSEUli SETTINe1

MiclIel.R. tohen'.
Indiana Uniyersity, IndianSpOis,

,

* .----' .

.-

:Ibis secttonwL11...descrlb the attiyities of our.undergraduate
. - 4

,- students at, the-Children' M m. r.Or several- years, as part of -their,
science'metfiods course; o. lg.' have been conacting individual',

.

' interviews with children .. in classroom and non-classroom .lc.
settings. Tilfse iWteriie usually revolved around topics introduced

'''oc

by the inte044ewer.. The results pf theSe,interview41 have been very useffill
-in Helping us learn more' about how dtfferent=people/'6ain and.maintain 4.

. science'concepts: :Sverat b( these,studenf projects have been published
\of presentethat professional.\MO,tirigs41Bourke, 1984! Carter .et al,'1981;,

Fuson, 1981; Orem 1980;-TrUev 18.1): _, '' ., ,

s . .

r , ..
.-, - ,. . . ...

In 1983 we moved this. interview studYMIrt-bf our courses tothe
Children's Museum of Indianapolis:* This created several changes. First,
the topics selected for the interview's were now determined bythe exhibits'
in the gallery?. Our students had to be ready to consider topics that
might not-be their particular favorites. Unlike many feacher education
activities where the teacher fn'trainip can select top4s of,interest,
our students faced the situation of most teachers who have-to become'/
interested and knowledgeable about the topic in the syllabus or textbook':
Second, the museum environment is unstructured and built on thjoyment.
Because it was unstructured individuals could walk away froM"the
interviews whenever they wished. 'motivation became not onlyeore
tinportant, but took on an entirely different form. 06. students teallsi
had to "grab" the visitors attention. Third, our students were able to
interact with a wider variety of age and interest groups. This was very
useful in helping the students think about the grade. level they wished to
teach as well as providing an opportunity to compare and contrast the
content and processes used by individuals at different age levels and
backgrounds. It is important to note that our students are usually,
surprised by the similarity between children's and adults responses. .

Fjnally, our students worked in groups. They could watch each other
cilhduct the interviews, collect.additional datafor each other, and help
each other with interview questions. Cooperation of this sort is critical,
if teachers are to continue to grow and develop. .We need to get into the
habit of shai-ipg with our colleagues. , ...

<

ti

ti

The fact that several of the students'-interview studies conducted in
the sciace methods course were published has always been an important
part of the assignment. It increased the credibility of 'the assignment.
Here was an opportunity to create knoWledge and ideas for others. But
there was always a delay betweeh the. time a paper was finished in class
and Oublished-in a journal. Often students were,not aware their
colleagues had published the results of our Class projects. With the
museum studies the results wefe immediately reported to the museum staff.
In all cases the students were able to see the importance of their
"research." And for the typical elementary education major, whits not
yet sure of the power they have to change improve an education 1

setting, this is an important lesson:

6
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THE CLASS PROJECT FORMAT

The project include several stages. First the stu4nt's visit the
Iallery 'to see what the exhibits look lik * try out the activities-at

eral exhibits, and selctAne or two for 4Urther;-cn-depth stuliy.LTtle
class then selects one exhibit where every"stOdent will collect interview

'data. So each student is responsible for two eNhi bits, one that the whole
class studies and one.that only a small group studies.

Once the exhibits-fer study have'been,selected, each_student. is

responsible for learning the science behind, the exhibit _and drawing a0"concept map" (Novak and.Gowin, 198to explain the sclence.at the
exhibit. The students then usiW the' conceptmap(s) to develop a ,list of
possible 'questions to as* of visitors to the exhibit. 4

encounters. Others are beady to drop out of our Education program.

collect interview data. Some students have exciting,-productive
's

It is not possible to t'visit by the students tocharacterize.the_firs

#

HoWever, 40.4hg group an)class,discussions about their initial interview
experiences the class us ally agrees that one can learn from all types of
experiences. During the subsequent visitS, between foUr and six, each
student uSuatyy hat- several poSitiye and negative experiences with the
visitors. Since one ofourjey points is the need. to learn "how to learns..
from unexpected and unanticiOated'experiences, the negative situationslare
seen:as opportunities for groWth and not as examples of a student's
-inabilities,

At the end of the.museum visits til0 inifrviews the studentS are
responsible'fOr a written report. This report usually begins with a
statement of the students initial ideas and beliefs written as the projet
started. They then include an initial \otnsept map developed prior to any
interviews. The interviews make up the- ata section of the reports. An
analysis,and ire implications for teaching and.learning complete the
report. '_.

EXARPTS FROMSELECTED.STUDENT PAPERS

There are several aims for the projec t. But,' before I providea list
of these aiTs,,I'd like provide a.few.examples of,the reactions of
several stuatnts. Sever examples of the type of data collected by our
students were provided by Mark Keslqig in the last presentation (panes
3 -4). There are so many examples it is difficult to select exemplars.
The exhibit that mixesthree colors of,Jight which,make the table top look

.-white, and which is used to create colored shadows, is most interesting.
First the students have problems with the "science." As young sipdents
they learned tha,t mixing paint colors creates black or other muddy
colors. Now they have trouble .understanding how mixing colors of light
can create white. That's the first problem. They seem to have less
trouble. with doloeed:shadows, although even I had to think fora moment
when 1- first observed the exhibit, During their conversations (what the
interviews turn out to 6e in reality).with'the visitors the students
discopered that many people also had trouble with mixing colors of light,,
Whenilsked to explain how the table top was white even though lights with
three different colors were shining on it, many visitors exclaims, "Well,
there are white lights on the ceiling, and they shine on'the table."
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Seveeal comments relevant to teaching were made by one;stddent (Kolb,
1984) as she discussed the-rotating window, optical illasion exhibit. /

First she comments on the variety of children's reactions. "SoMeochildren
wmld. not leave the exhibit until. they had whht they thought.was
explanation, while others accepted it asjust happentng... I see teaching

as huing to motivate, and'increase thetcuriosity and interest for those
students who don't- or won't question and alloW those who do to continue to
do so. This kind of an experience really shows how different children
are."

Another student (Banton, 1984) worked with visitors trying to'trace a
-star pattern by watching the .image in a mirror. -Her.initial com ents

centered on the apparent simplicity of the exhibits. "There were very few

children around the exhibit. From talking to the students, I fo nd that'

the exhibit was too plain. There were'no flashing lights or an thing to
get their attention. Maly, who did stop, did not see the inst uctions, so
they looked 6t\the - not the reflection.. They tr' ced t star

didn't see anythallehge and went on to the next exhibit. She, wever,

was interested in the exhibit, and set up a similar exhib at Dome to

pf-actice. After the interviews she comments, "one bf the nexpected

results of my interviews was the increased interest in the exhibiW ''She

tells how'as she began,to talk to one child; others would join in: "It
seems that once someone explained the exhibit, a lotof the kids found it ,

an enjoyable experiment." She'has one additional observation and tomment

I'd lite to share. First she noticed that the children missed-the teason
for the mirror, "In fact, most of them seemed to think the mirror was Only
there to show them what they were doing, like a mirror-411,a room would
do." As her concluding statement she states, "The'aottom line orthrs
exercise seems to be: Don't tdke the idea .that your Istdd6ats, or you,
fully understand a concept, no matter .how _p ple that' concept may seem."

.T e science of one exhibit was a Serious problem fo ine student

(Abe Wthy, 1584), Finding a dictionary idefigition ma e her feel
"overAelmed"=and she went to'the .library and looked t 4ugh s4veral.,

textbooks. Finding that textbooks and etclopedias did notragree, she
asks, "..:how was I as an adult, or child en, supposed to know. what is
correct ," As an after thought to her pap r she adds,mthat'Several of
them (the children) thought mi questions ere 'hard', when in fact it, was

the idea that was hard."

Language was seen as a problem by Conder (1984). "I ask4dthem what a
pulley was and they confused it with ,the verb she repor*d. in
her analysis she continued, "I'm not sure (language) interferes with the
childreWs ability to cOmmurficate with themselves and reach an
understanding, but-it certainly made the interviewing more difficult...
There seemed tb be three uses for the word weight: what they felt in their
arm as they pulled the handle of the exhibit; the name of.the yellow bell

attached to the rope in the exhibit; and the graVitationil pull on.an
object.. You get sonlething like, 'the weight of the weight, weighs 15

pouri40',"



Summary of Aibs

The goals of this proect involve integrating Several ideas to help

our, students become more/introspective. We.atk them, in tarrying out this
project, to vie0themselves, their ideas about learning, their science
concepts and their .interacting style(s). They are asked not only to,learn
the science behind the exhibit, but to be are of how they go about
learning. We ask theth to view their oRh concepts' by draWing concept
maps. -In listening to the'variety of responses they can become more
respectful of otHers, and more aware of levels of learning. Very

im 6rtant to.our perception of the role of a teacher education program'is
it development of a model.pfslifelong learner (Corn and hult, 1984):

7

v We a'realso aware of several changes in our stud nts.ability to ,as1(/

. questions,, The improved questioning techniques we o serve involve:''

4114 1. Better listenimg on the part of the students. They can discuss if

the viiitor8 were open o.aw*MMitited; .

2. The acceptance of multiple interpretations of answers;
3. A look to the exhibit, not te(cher or authority, to sort out

questions;
'14, An improved understanding about science and acceptable answers;,

5. An improved understanding about learning and the idea that one
doesn't learn only from correct answer, Incorrect ideas can

also lead to better understanding of a:concept;
6. An-awareness of the fear of being wrong on an individuals

ability to answer questions4
7, An acceptance that visitors often "make up" answers aft that

they, our students, also make up answers.

S

lr it is clear that schools have never had exclusive control over that is ,

learned within a-society. However, learning "Beyond the Classroom" has

taken on new meaning (Fiske, 1985). "New types of schools would only
. represent a threat if they came up with a good model that the public I

'schools.couldn't match. 1 wouldn't mind a few schools that would show us
how to teach" (Shanker quoted in Fiske, 1985). This program has provided
one part of that new model that is quite easy to replicate.

'14
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Teacher Ttaihing in a Mtiseum'Itting

Charles R.-Ault,,Je,

Ihdiana University, Bloomington

The Science*,Specprum Gallery of the Chirdren's Museuth. bf
Indianapolis teas provided a very spediar environment :for helpihg
undergraduate elementary,education majors prepare to tech
sciente. As part ofasmethodb course in teaching eleme4tary
science, stuaents at IndianaUniversity must complete a-field
experience. . Instructors' have wide discretion'in choosing
appropriate experiences. Interaction with visitors in the museum
environment furthers several key aims of the science methods,
course: *'

1 Cause students to.introspecton their own tinderstandOg o
particular science concepts in the context of shared
experiences.

,

,
. s,

2. Be` sensitive to how often people 'construe meaning in
una ipated and "intilligently wrong' ways.

,;
,

3. Learn ioask'probing questios while refrai'ning from
'teaching. =

Accept direct experidnces as a form Of; "auNalrity" rather
than whatrthe teacher already claims to khow.I

In summary, the museum giallery is anon- threatening learning
environment., For visitors.,; recreation dominates the experience.,
For pre-service teacherqf there is no-need to feel tesponsible
for what people are learning. Yet questioning, listening, and
wrestling with the meanings of puzzling observations can occur.

The alternative to the huseum early field experience is small
group teaching in an elementary classioom. The ..insights from the,
museum project may .counter the often conservative;. "right
answer," vocaulary centered style of instructtbn Students often

;
gravitate tow rds when placed preMpturely in a classroom
setting. . '-1 -

1FA .

k
a

In tree museal ietting, elementaiy vducation majors can
"dispense *ith,the dispensing model of teaching, They are free
from the constraints of believing that they have to know "all"

. I

' v
.

,
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the answers before teaching a subjet. However, the preparationfor the museum field experience demands thqr'ough study andreflection on the exhibit topics of interest tothe,student.

The museum fieldexperience.assignment
.

Students visit the museum twice. On the first visit
interaction with visitors is casual and undirected. Students areexpected to become awafe:of just what interpretations visitorsare making of exhibits and what kinds of b-ackground knowledgethey bring to bear on their experiences.'

On the second visit students ask several visitors -- child andadult -7 to join them in a simple experiment related to a
par6ficular exhibit. Students are instructed to carry on adialogue in the style of a "modified clinical interview" and
reconstruct the 'dialogue immediately afterwards from memory. ne
museum publishes " exhibit guides with simple science experimentsand these 'guides are the primary source for the "interview taskland student background knowledge on the topic of th exhibit..

One very important activity Prepare'sostudents for their
dialogue and experiment: they prepare d concept map of the
topic. Mapping-serves two putposes. First, it cause students toreflect on what they truly know and how it is c2nnected to they 41"exhibit and simple related experiment. Secondl, they mapreveals promising channels of questioning -- for relationships,

,meanings, and causes. Figures 1-4 depict maps drawn by students
who paqicipated in the museum project.

Insert Flgures.1-4 about here

Maps help students look at science concepts in interesting waysand'find alternative pathways to making:connection's among ideas.Maps are most usefpl when tied to direct experience -- they helpbring abbu an "event sense" of the subject and the confidence.that meaningful underd'anding of science is possible, withoutmathematical formula.

Pre-service elementAry teachers do not realize that Wechildren can change the teacher's understanding of the subject."How could they?" ask some students rhetorically, "We know moreor at least we're supposed to." A child who statese "In orderto time something you have to compare it to something else thatalways goes at the same speed, but'you can't tell if somethinggoes at the same speed unless you time it," has some very ,

r-
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profounelthinking to 'share with grownups. Think also of hoW
children%might interchange "melting" and "dissolving." Does salt
melt ice or ice dissolve salt? Does water melt salt? Lastly,
remember that science seldom has absolute criteria for defining
class membership. Are birds special rqptiles or are some
dinosaurs poorly formed birds? Is' a stool a chair without a back ,-
or a chair a stool with a back? It takes a kind of playful ,\
courage to explore the limits -- as well as consequences and

1

,arbitrariness -- to how we organize meaning. The museum
,environment provides the support-and stimulus for this kind of /

intellectual playfulness. Teacher's should learn to import such
playfulness into their 'classrooms.

Visitor conceptions

The dominant theme bf student observations of visitors has been
the "inhibition" and "fear of being wrong" primarily
characterizing adults. One student wrotei "The next step is to
help students realfze and-believe thatA's ok to make guesses
even if they might be wrong. Modelling the message might help.
As another student observed,k"Parents amazed me because-most of

-,them refused_ to d6 any of the experiments themselves."

Another student became "frustrated that'so much of the
experimentation is accepted by the kids as 'magiC' or 'tricks'
and -they are not looking any further for an explanation that

. helps tbem to see that the happening is the result of meal life
forces or situations over which,they can exert some control and
have some understanding.

;

Often visitors do tie
.

exhibit events to other contextg -- they'-
see analogy even when the jargon ',of the labels remains t t

4

mystifying. Roll-a-coin is s mes compared to amuSemelitpark
,...'rides or a velodrome -- lithe bi t\le is held up by.ehe-same fOrce

as the penny."
\\

Specific misconceptions challenge probing Skills. A nine year
.old boy explained."one end of t magnet sticks and the other enddoesn't -- it's probably not ma eiized at, tiiat elrar Along%
similar vein, an eleven ye r ol child reasoned, e end of.the
_magnet has a stronger pulillthanfthe other end.' There's a crack

;04F-it one end of the plastic covering and the magnetic stuff can
creep thr(Sugh the crack." The siudent working at this exhibit
tried to explain "polarity" with littlersucceiS. What kind of
interactipn and exploration of the magnet concept Should occur
given tile understandings revealed above?

fr



Very productive obser'llationscur when just listening to how
one person attempts to, explain an exhibit,to another. 'When
watching the rolling coin, one boy said to his friend, "Oh yeah,
now I kw! 'Remember that guy's-law_that says something moving
always nee0s,to go straight? Well, this curve is keeping it from
going straight." His friend responded, "Yeall, and the bottom is
curved down to that hole so the coin goep. down too." A goiod N
interview question often has the form, 'Tow would you explain sXYZ
to someone aged ?" .

Students who spend sufficient time at one exhibit can describe
visitor conceptions along a spectrum of urtderstandingt .At the .

,optics exhibit a pre-service teA0ler,set up a,"disappearing,coin"
experiment. Al penny under a'glass appears to disappear from the
observer's line.of sight as water is added to the glass. Three
basic divisions characerized visitor understanding of the
disappearing penny. At one end-was an acceptance that this was',
Jondeed, a.trick. !Something 0 the water is blocking the view of
6e plifiny."' In'the middle level were people who had a notion
about efraction and its importance to explaining the penny's
disappearance but were unable. to express themselves clearly. At
the.high end of the spectrum were those who uriderstood light was
being refracted, which direction- it was going, and what was
causing the refraction.

,

Age was not necessarily an important factor. A 25 ye old
woman hypothesized that "some chemical was in the water to keep
it from being transparent." A nine year old boy exclaimed, "The
water is fooling my eyes cause the light is'still there to show
me the penny and that's only water in there."

It does not seem important, Concluded the student cond

lsting
this study, that people possess the scientific label(s to
correctly label their reasoning. A man of 55 "took covqy behind
a very tidy, 'It's just an optical illusidb." That summed it up
to him. -- optical illusion was, as far as hb was concerned, a
complete explanation in itself.". Optical illusion removed the
mystery -- reamed the trick to common extation.

The refractidn conception study. ended on an optiMistic note:
initial hypothe es even when `ot correct did not deter learning.
A young girl w believetil, "The white paper is magnifying too
much light and is keeping me from seeing the coin," was later
heard explaihi g bow "refraction" bends-the light and sends it in
a different direction.

' The obstacle to under anding idpntified in.this study -- and
generally corroborated by ost of the students experiences -- ,was
a "closed mindset that chose not to attempt understanding.
Perhaps the reason for.a closed mind was that the person felt
uncomfortable examining 0 lack of knowledge in frOm.of.another.
Each visitor reacts- according to previous personal experiences.

;
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) ..
4The visitor's past may make the exhibit intriguing, threAteping,boring, challengingi.or overwhelming."

Exactfy'this kind of 'sensitivity to learning is. needed amongelementary education ma ors. The museums Itting has provenfruitful for such trairang.
4

4
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Diacussion questions

1. Can informal learning."do the joky "?
4.-;;>

2. How can informal science learning and school science helpeach other?

3. Should museums.Ao the bidding of the_schools or something
else entirely?

4. How do you take &museum trip?

5. Can kids zla curators? (Mathers museum example -- exhibit
being prepared'over 10 weeks in the summer by children on'''
Monroe County geology and limestone industry.)-
-

AdP
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